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Abstract
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change recently described high-tide 
flooding as ‘the most urgent adaptation 
challenge’ (Cooley et al. 2022, p.127) 
facing coastal communities. However, 
high-tide flooding hardly features 
in most Australian coastal hazard 
assessments. This paper outlines the 
key findings and implications of recent 
research on high-tide flooding for 
planners and emergency managers in 
Australia.

Introduction: What is  
high-tide flooding?
In most coastal Australian cities and towns, coastal 
floods can occur due to high water levels in 
harbours, bays, estuaries, and tidal rivers. Coastal 
water levels result from a combination of factors 
including sea level rise, solar-lunar tides and storm 
surges. Sustained heavy rainfall can lead to even 
higher water levels in estuaries, as seen in 2022 in 
coastal towns in Queensland and New South Wales. 
Coastal floods in Australia have traditionally been 
associated with inclement weather including heavy 
rainfall, low atmospheric pressure and strong winds 
(McInnes et al. 2016, Callaghan & Power 2014). 

However, increasingly, floods can occur without 
any associated significant weather simply because 
global mean sea levels have risen and continue to 
rise (Ray & Foster 2016). Tides are the key feature 
in determining the timing of these flooding events, 
which are referred to as 'high-tide' floods. Tides 
occur due to the gravitational pull of the Moon and 
the Sun on the Earth's oceans and interactions with 
the shape of coastlines and the ocean floor. The 
heights of high tides vary between locations and 
depend on the time of year. Tides can be accurately 
predicted years in advance for most locations 
because they follow regular cycles. They typically 
reach their highest levels for a few days either side 
of full moons and new moons.

Recent Australian high-tide 
flooding data and research
For the last 4 years, the Bureau of Meteorology, 
in partnership with Monash University, has been 
studying high-tide flood events in Australia, 
building on existing work from the United States 
(e.g. Sweet & Park 2014, Sweet et al. 2018, 
Thompson et al. 2021, Moftakhari et al. 2015, 
2017). Definitions of coastal flood thresholds 
(Hague et al. 2019), conceptual models for defining 
high-tide flooding (Hague & Taylor 2021) and a 
new high-quality tide gauge dataset (Hague et 
al. 2021) have been developed. These have been 
brought together into the first national assessment 
of frequencies and trends in coastal flooding in 
Australia's major coastal cities and towns (Hague et 
al. 2022).

Our approach maximises consistency between 
existing products and services delivered by the 
Bureau, with a view to eventually supporting 
operational services and decision-making. For 
example, minor coastal flood thresholds were 
defined such that the impacts associated with 
water levels reaching these thresholds are 
consistent with those implied by warnings for 
minor flooding in rivers and lakes. Our high-
quality dataset, the Australian National Collection 
of Homogenised Observations of Relative Sea 
Level (ANCHORS) uses equivalent methods to 
the Bureau's temperature dataset, ACORN-SAT 
(Trewin et al. 2020), with modification to account 
for the nuances of sea level. These data have been 
quality-controlled and assessed for artificial factors 
such as tide gauges being relocated or replaced. 
The dataset measures changes in relative sea level 
rather than changes just due to climate and ocean 
processes ('absolute' sea level). This is because we 
want to understand how sea levels relate to land 
heights at different locations to inform the study of 
coastal flood hazards. Globally, vertical land motion 
is a key factor that influences coastal flooding 
frequencies and severities (Karegar et al. 2017). 
For Australia, this consideration of land motion is 
less important as variability and change in sea level 
is generally happening at rates much faster than 
movements of the land in the coastal zone.
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A national assessment of past and 
present high-tide flood hazards
A new coastal flood hazard assessment (Hague et al. 2022) 
provides the missing link between extreme sea levels and the 
on-the-ground impacts they cause. This was the first time that 
spatial patterns and temporal changes in frequencies of coastal 
floods of common results (in this case, minor flooding) could be 
described in a nationally consistent way. This enabled the first 
national assessment of how frequent minor coastal floods are 
across Australia and how the frequencies of these events are 
changing as sea levels rise.

Previous regional and national Australian coastal hazard studies 
have assumed that the coastal floods of concern to planners 
and emergency managers either occur very infrequently (e.g. 
once per decade or century), at the same frequency at every 
point around Australia, or both (e.g. Lowe, Cuttler & Hansen 
2022; Pattiaratchi, Hetze & Janekovic 2018; McInnes et al. 2015; 
Haigh et al. 2014; McInnes, Macadam & Hubbert 2013). Hague 
et al. (2022) shows this assumption may be less than ideal. For 
example, the Gold Coast area of Queensland experienced an 
average of 12 days of coastal flooding per year over the baseline 
period of 1992-2011. By contrast, Newcastle in New South Wales 
experienced an average of 26 days per year and Fremantle, 
Western Australia experienced less than 2 days on average. This 
shows that not only does high-tide flooding occur frequently in 
some locations, but its exact frequency also varies from place to 
place.

Consequences of these floods include inundation of roads 
and car parks (Hague et al. 2019, 2022), which are associated 

with negative economic and social outcomes (Buchanan, 
Oppenheimer & Parris 2019; Hino et al. 2019; Kasmalkar et al. 
2020; Hauer et al. 2021). In some locations, high-tide flooding, 
which might be considered moderate, is now emerging, or soon 
will emerge with only modest further rises in sea level. This 
shows that floods that should be of concern to planners and 
emergency managers can occur more frequently than once per 
decade or century.

Hague et al. (2022) also showed that while all locations saw 
increases in coastal flood rates linked to increases in mean sea 
level, the amount of sea level rise was not a good predictor of 
how much coastal flood rates increased by. For example, the 
coastal flood trend on the Gold Coast was 9 days per decade 
but at Fremantle it was 0.38 days per decade. This difference is 
despite both locations experiencing the same sea level rise rate 
of +4 mm per year over the study period. 

Towards a national assessment of 
future high-tide flood hazards
The present best-available coastal sea level guidance for future 
planning (CSIRO and Bureau of Meteorology 2015) does not 
capture these extreme spatial variations in how coastal floods 
rates respond to sea level rise. This is because the coastal risk 
measure used, sea level allowances, only considers how much 
higher (i.e. not more frequent) future sea level extremes will be 
relative to their historical equivalents. Clearly both perspectives 
are important, but an allowance approach may not be sufficient 
to capture all dimensions of the current or future flooding risk.

Multiplication factors (Hunter 2012) indicate how much more 
frequent historical extremes will become in the future. These 

 

High-tide flooding on the Gold Coast, Queensland in January 2022.
Image: James Thompson
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have been computed for Australian locations and are available 
via the CSIRO online tool, Canute 3.0 (https://shiny.csiro.au/
Canute3_0/). However, multiplication factors use statistical 
methods that do not represent tidal processes well (e.g. 
Stephens, Bell & Lawrence 2018; Ghanbari et al. 2019). While 
this limitation was acknowledged in development (i.e. Hunter 
2012), its significance for coastal flood hazard assessments has 
only been realised in recent years as the effects of high-tide 
flood events have seen closer scrutiny from scientists worldwide. 
Various alternative analysis methods that successfully address 
this shortcoming have been developed and applied in the United 
States (e.g. Moftakhari et al. 2017, Sweet et al. 2018, Ghanbari et 
al. 2019, Thompson et al. 2019) and New Zealand (Stephens, Bell 
& Lawrence 2018) but their adoption is lagging in Australia.

Two studies have made incremental steps towards applying 
these methods in Australia to understand how the frequency 
and severity of present-day minor floods will change, but only 
on local or regional scales. Hague et al. (2020) showed that 
minor flooding is expected weekly in Sydney by 2050, regardless 
of greenhouse gas emission scenario. By 2100, events like the 
current ‘1-in-100-year’ flood level used for flood risk planning 
will occur weekly under moderate- and high-emissions scenarios. 
Even under low-emission scenarios, these events are expected to 
occur multiple times per year.

Hanslow et al. (2018) found that 8,500 properties in New South 
Wales are currently flooded annually due to tides. Under 50 cm 
of sea level rise, 23,700 properties are likely to be exposed. This 
increases to 50,700 properties under 1 metre  of sea level rise. 
Of these 50,700 properties, 14,200 will have more than 90% of 
their land area flooded during high tide meaning near complete 
submergence and likely significant loss and damage. Both studies 
assume an absence of effective future adaptation that reduces 
or removes flood hazards associated with the present-day minor 
flood level and no change to the number or placement of existing 
assets.

These studies show that a national assessment of future changes 
in the frequency of present-day and historical floods are urgently 
needed to assess the extent to which high-tide flooding poses a 
threat. For example, we do not know whether the results from 
Sydney and NSW are representative of the risks facing Australia 
as a whole. Given the number of properties that will be regularly 
flooded under fairly modest sea level rise, there is some urgency 
to ensure that current and future planning decisions do not 
add to this burden and, where possible, actively reduce future 
exposure and vulnerability.

It is quite probable that increasingly frequent high-tide floods, 
and not increasingly extreme extremes, will be the dominant 
driver of adaptation in coastal communities (Buchanan, 
Oppenheimer & Parris 2019). Conventional responses to extreme 
extremes such as insurance or engineering in the form of 
tidal barriers, levees or drain sleeves may not be an option for 
frequent flood risk. Events that happen frequently are likely to 
contribute to compound events in the future, for example, where 
riverine and coastal flooding occurs concurrently. By excluding 
high-tide floods in coastal hazard assessments, we risk omitting 

the element of the hazard that most affects community-level 
responses to that hazard.

Conclusion and next steps
Sea level rise will continue after greenhouse gas concentrations 
stabilise, with rises of many metres possible (Fox-Kemper et al. 
2021). Therefore, adapting to increasingly frequent and severe 
coastal floods is largely a case not if but when. This shows the 
importance of developing new perspectives on coastal hazards 
that include high-tide flooding and the triggers that elicit adaptive 
responses from policy makers and communities (Stephens, Bell 
& Lawrence 2018). These perspectives need to be considered 
in new research initiatives and when developing local, state and 
national dynamic adaptive policy pathways (Haasnoot et al. 2013). 
This will require collaborative approaches between scientists, 
policy makers and emergency planners to ensure Australia is best 
prepared for future responses, challenges and decisions regarding 
coastal floods in the decades and centuries to come.
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